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An analytical solution is given for amplitudes and phases of
adiabatic decoupling sidebands as a function of spin inversion
time t. Since all the adiabatic decoupling phases q(t, t) refocus at
wo periods (2T) of the decoupling pulse, the sidebands are located

at n/2T rather than at n/T as observed in other decoupling
schemes. The real (Rn(t)) and imaginary (In(t)) amplitudes of the
idebands have symmetry Rn(t) 5 R2n(t) and In(t) 5 2I2n(t),
orming a mirror image between the counterparts of the sidebands.

hen frequency sweep changes direction all In(t) are inverted
while all Rn(t) remain unchanged, leading to pure absorption
sidebands with two accumulations as demonstrated by Kupče and
Freeman, and to an exchange of sidebands between counterparts.
The sum of the real parts for sidebands n 5 1 and 2 is almost a
constant near on-resonance decoupling, and it increases substan-
tially for large decoupling offsets. The phase defocusing can be
minimized for all decoupling offsets by inserting an initial decou-
pling period with T ini 5 T/2, eliminating all sidebands located at

/2T (n 5 61, 63, 65, . . .). © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: adiabatic decoupling sidebands and phases; adia-
batic decoupling; subharmonic sidebands; minimizing phase defo-
cusing; suppression of decoupling sidebands.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that adiabatic decoupling (1–7) is currently
he most efficient decoupling scheme as defined by the ra
he decoupling rangeDf divided by the decoupling streng
f 1rms. This is important because it minimizes sample hea
which can be a particular problem at very high field streng
As a matter of fact, adiabatic decoupling has reached
highest decoupling index (n 5 2), defined by the relationsh
Df 5 l( f 1rms)

n, wherel is a constant (8). It also has a supe
ecoupling profile with quite a flat top and very sharp ed
educing disturbances, including the Bloch–Siegert shift9–

15), to the NMR lines outside the decoupling range. I
extremely suitable for homonuclear decoupling at high m
netic fields (15–18). In addition, adiabatic decoupling is rath
insensitive to the RF field strength and inhomogeneity as
as it satisfies the adiabatic condition (19). However, adiabat

ecoupling introduces significant sidebands (15, 18, 20–24)
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due mainly to the relatively long adiabatic inversion pe
compared to the inverse of the sampling rate or dwell t
Unlike other decoupling schemes, adiabatic decoupling in
the S spins (coupled to the detectingI spins) consecutive
when decoupling frequency sweeps from one side of the
coupling offset to the other, resulting in an inversion pro
that is unique to a particular type of adiabatic decoup
scheme employed. Consequently, an offset- and sweep-
tion-dependent phase accumulation is introduced, w
causes an offset- and sweep-direction-dependent variat
amplitudes and phases of all sidebands as demonstrat
Kupče and co-workers (20–23). In addition to the multipl
idebands flanked at integer (n) multiple frequencies ofn(1/T)
T denotes the period of the decoupling pulse) as seen in

other decoupling schemes, half-integer sidebands at61/ 2T,
identified as subharmonic sidebands (20–23), are also ob
served, under off-resonance decoupling conditions.

In homonuclear adiabatic decoupling, however, it
shown that the antisymmetric sidebands are created main
the direct irradiation of the nearby decoupling field, which
introduces Bloch–Siegert shifts of all peaks. The nature
amplitudes of the antisymmetric sidebands have been
cussed thoroughly (15, 18). The relatively small symmetr
sidebands, as a result of the modulation of the homonu
coupling by the decoupling pulse, bear features similar to t
that result from the heteronuclear decoupling.

The adiabatic decoupling sidebands were noticed imm
ately after the adiabatic decoupling was put into use. So
number of schemes, including varying decoupling periods24),
bilevel decoupling (21), ECHO-WURST (22), adiabatic defo
cusing (23), phase-cycling algorithms (25), etc., were deve

ped to suppress the sidebands. In addition, the cohe
idebands introduced by the antiphase and/or double-qua
oherences created prior to the adiabatic decoupling (26) were
educed significantly by gradient dephasing applied just b
cquisition (27). Using a “BEST” adiabatic decouplin
cheme, the cyclic irradiation sidebands mentioned abov
ether with the Bloch–Siegert shift were reduced remark
y a compensating field and initial decoupling pulses (15, 18).
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317ADIABATIC DECOUPLING SIDEBANDS
Even though considerable attention was paid to adia
decoupling, there is not a general solution for amplitudes
phases of adiabatic decoupling sidebands, except for on
nance decoupling (22). To achieve such a solution, a uniq

arameter characterizing all adiabatic decoupling sch
ust be identified first; otherwise any solution may be suit
nly for a particular decoupling scheme.
In this contribution, an analytical solution for amplitud

nd phases of decoupling sidebands as a function of inve
ime t (a unique parameter for all adiabatic decoup
schemes) is derived for arbitrary adiabatic sweep sche
such as WURST decoupling with a constant frequency s
(4) and many other sweep schemes (3, 5, 7). The unique fea
tures of these offset- and sweep-direction-dependent side
are explored in detail. We also show how to minimize ph
defocusing by inserting initial decoupling pulses, which e
inate all the sidebands located atn/ 2T with n 5 61, 63,
65, . . . .

CALCULATION OF ADIABATIC DECOUPLING
SIDEBANDS

We consider a spinI (51/ 2) coupled to a spinS (51/ 2)
ith a coupling constantJ. Initially, the I spin has a transver
agnetization or single-quantum coherence representedI x

and it evolves for a timet under the interaction of 2pJIzSz,
which can be described by a density operator forma
(28, 29),

s~t! 5 e2i ~2pJIzSz!tI xe
i ~2pJIzSz!t. [1]

At time t, the S spin is flipped by an adiabatic decoupl
pulse. Here we assume that the spin flip occurs instantane
which is valid if the duration for spin flipdt is much smalle
than the periodT of the decoupling pulse, i.e.,dt/T ! 1. To
satisfy the adiabatic condition, the sweep rangedf 5 (df/dt)dt
[(df/dt) stands for average sweep rate] should be compa
to f 1max, leading to an expression {f 1max/[(df/dt)T]} ! 1. For
a constant frequency sweep such as used in the WU
decoupling (4), (df/dt)T 5 Df (the total frequency sweep) a
the condition for instantaneous spin flip reduces to the ex
sion (f 1max/Df ) ! 1.

The effect of the instantaneousS spin flip is then equivalen
to a 180° pulse applied to theS spin and the density opera
can be written as

s~t! 5 e2ipSxe2i ~2pJIzSz!tI xe
i ~2pJIzSz!teipSx. [2]

Afterward, s(t) evolves continually until the next spin fl
occurs at timet 1 T. And then, it evolves further to 2T. The
whole process can be described as (28, 29)
tic
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s~2T! 5 e2i ~2pJIzSz!~T2t!e2ipSxe2i ~2pJIzSz!Te2ipSxe2i ~2pJIzSz!tI x

3 ei ~2pJIzSz!teipSxei ~2pJIzSz!TeipSxei ~2pJIzSz!~T2t!

5 e2i ~2pJIzSz!~T2t!ei ~2pJIzSz!Te2i ~2pJIzSz!tI x

3 ei ~2pJIzSz!~T2t!e2i ~2pJIzSz!Tei ~2pJIzSz!t 5 I x. [3]

Equation [3] demonstrates that the density operator is
cused after 2T no matter when theS spin flips. Therefore, th
adiabatic decoupling, in general, has a decoupling perioT
ather thanT.

It follows from Eq. [3] that the density operator within
time 2T can be expressed as

s~t, t! 5 I xcos@q~t, t!# 1 2I ySzsin@q~t, t!#, [4]

here the adiabatic decoupling phaseq(t, t) is defined as

q~t, t! 5 H at, 0 # t # t
a~2t 2 t!, t # t # T 1 t
a~t 2 2T!, T 1 t # t # 2T

,

0 # t # T and a 5 pJ. [5]

n deriving Eq. [4], the following formulas (30) are used:

cos~qSz! 5 cos~q/ 2!, [6a]

sin~qSz! 5 2Szsin~q/ 2!. [6b]

The free induction decay (FID) can be calculated directly f
Eq. [4],

FID~t! } Tr $s~t, t!~I x 1 iI y!%

} cos@q~t, t!#. [7]

Regardless of the inversion timet, q(t, t) has a period 2T and
q(0, t) 5 q(2T, t) 5 0 as shown in Fig. 1. Fort 5 T/ 2,
cos[q(t, T/ 2)] has a period ofT and q(0, T/ 2) 5 q(T,
T/ 2) 5 0, which is referred to as on-resonance decoup
Also q(t, t) is antisymmetric with respect tot in the sense o

q~t, t! 5 2q~2T 2 t, T 2 t!, 0 # t # T. [8]

Except for on-resonance decoupling, the fundamental
quency of the sidebands is 1/ 2T and all the higher orde
idebands are thus located atn/ 2T.
The relative amplitudes of all the sidebands as a functio

nversion timet can be calculated directly from the FIDt)
(Eq. [7]),
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318 ZHANG AND GORENSTEIN
Rn~t! 5
1

2T E
0

2T

cos@q~t, t!#cos~npt/T!dt, Real,

[9a]

I n~t! 5
1

2T E
0

2T

cos@q~t, t!#sin~npt/T!dt, Imaginary.

[9b]

ith the symmetry ofq(t, t) (Eq. [8]), one can show that

I n~T 2 t! 5
1

2T E
0

2T

cos@q~t, T 2 t!#sin~npt/T!dt

5
1

2T E
0

2T

cos@2q~2T 2 t, t!#sin~npt/T!dt.

[10]

y introducing a new variableu 5 2T 2 t, one obtains

I n~T 2 t! 5 2
1

2T E
0

2T

cos@q~u, t!#sin~npu/T!du

5 2I n~t!. [11a]

imilarly, it is easy to show that

Rn~T 2 t! 5 Rn~t!. [11b]

From Fig. 1 one can see that if the frequency is swept from
side to the other and a spin flip occurs at timet, the spin flip
will occur at time T 2 t if the sweep changes directio
Equations [11a] and [11b] show that the imaginary compon
of the sidebandsI n(t) change sign when sweep changes d-

FIG. 1. Evolution of the adiabatic decoupling phaseq(t, t) (Eq. [5]) for
hree different inversion timest. t 1 , T/ 2, t 2 5 T/ 2 (dashed lines), andt 3 .
/ 2. Fort 2 5 T/ 2, the phase defocusing has a minimum, i.e.,uq(t, T/ 2)umax

5 pJT/ 2. q(t, t) always refocuses at time 2T independent of the inversio
time t.
ne

ts

tion, while the real componentsRn(t) remain the same.
follows that I n(t) will cancel andRn(t) will add if the two
experimental results with different sweep directions are a
mulated as shown experimentally by Kupcˇe et al. (21).

With some tedious calculation, we find analytical soluti
for both the real and the imaginary sidebands as a functi
inversion timet,

Rn~t! 5
aT

~aT! 2 2 ~np! 2 $sin~at!cos~npt /T!

1 sin@a~T 2 t!#cos@np~1 1 t /T!#% [12a]

I n~t! 5
aT

~aT! 2 2 ~np! 2 $sin~at!sin~npt /T!

1 sin@a~T 2 t!#sin@np~1 1 t/T!#% [12b]

for a Þ np/T, and fora 5 np/T or J 5 n/T (n Þ 0),

Rn~t! 5
1

4
@1 1 cos~2npt /T!#, [13a]

I n~t! 5
1

4
sin~2npt /T!. [13b]

he relative phases of the sidebands can be calculated a

wn~t! 5 tan21@I n~t!/Rn~t!#. [14]

Since all the amplitudes and phases are expressed as a fu
of inversion timet, the solution is general and is independ
of particular types of adiabatic decoupling schemes.

As shown in Eqs. [12a] and [12b], the counterparts of
sidebands have a symmetry of

Rn~t! 5 R2n~t!, [15a]

I n~t! 5 2I 2n~t!, [15b]

forming a mirror image between the counterparts of the
bands. The counterparts exchange if the frequency s
changes direction.

To understand the field (B0) dependence of the adiaba
decoupling sidebands, we consider the case of on-reso
decoupling (t 5 T/ 2) and calculate the nonzero lowest or
sidebands. It is straightforward to derive from Eqs. [12a]
[12b] that

R61~T/ 2! 5 0, I 61~T/ 2! 5 0, I 62~T/ 2! 5 0, [16a]
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319ADIABATIC DECOUPLING SIDEBANDS
and

R62~T/ 2! 5
2JT

p@4 2 ~ JT! 2#
sin~pJT/ 2!. [16b]

For JT ! 1,

R62~T/ 2! <
~ JT! 2

4
. [17]

quation [17] indicates that one of the effective ways to re
he intensities of the adiabatic sidebands is to reduce
ecoupling periodT.
When B0 increases, the spread of chemical shift incre

linearly and so does the decoupling range. Assuming tha
rate of frequency sweep remains the same, the decou
periodT has to increase linearly in order to cover the incre
decoupling range. It follows that the sidebands

R62~T/ 2! } B0
2. [18]

The problem of adiabatic decoupling sidebands is thus m
more severe at high magnetic fields.

As pointed out earlier (18), the subharmonic sidebands (n 5
1) can be removed by inserting an initial decoupling wi

eriod T ini 5 T/ 2. The initial decoupling period, howev
ust have the same frequency sweep pattern, range, a

ection as the main decoupling, which ensure that if a spin
ccurs att in the main decoupling period, the spin flip w

occur att/2 in the initial decoupling period. Therefore,
density operator at the time oft 1 T/ 2 can be expressed

s~t 1 T/2! 5 e2ipSxe2i ~2pJIzSz!@t1~T2t!/ 2#e2ipSxe2i ~2pJIzSz!~t / 2!I x

3 ei ~2pJIzSz!~t / 2!eipSxei ~2pJIzSz!@t1~T2t!/ 2#eipSx

5 ei ~2pJIzSz!~T/ 2!I xe
2i ~2pJIzSz!~T/ 2!. [19]

Equation [19] shows that all theS spins, no matter when th
ip, accumulate the same phaseq(t 1 T/ 2) 5 2pJT/ 2 at
heir individual flip timet 1 T/ 2, whereq(t 1 T/ 2) turns ou
o be the phase minimum. Afterward, theI spins will evolve
reely for a periodT where they reach a phase maxim

q(t 1 3T/ 2) 5 pJT/ 2 and then spin flip as shown in Fig.
imilar to the adiabatic defocusing scheme (23), the phas
efocusing or deviation is therefore minimized, leading
ost effective decoupling. Besides, after a timeT/ 2 1 t all

os[q(t, t)], disregarding the inversion timet, have the sam
periodT instead of 2T. Consequently, all the sidebands loca

t n/ 2T with n 5 61, 63, 65, . . . , will disappear.
On the contrary, if the sweep direction of the initial dec

pling pulse is opposite to that of the main decoupling,
sidebands will be enhanced instead of eliminated since
e
he

es
he
ing
d

ch

a

di-
ip

a

d

-
e
he

phase defocusing is enhanced, except for on-resonance d
pling (t 5 T/ 2), for which it is invariant under changes
sweep directions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were performed on Varian Unity-Plus 750-
600-MHz NMR instruments with Varian 5-mm HCN trip
resonance probes. A15N- and 13C-labeled (–COOH is unla-
beled)N-acetylglycine (Fig. 4) in D2O is used with a single
pulse experiment, detecting the methyl protons and decou
the directly bonded13C. The one-bond heteronuclear coup
constant1J( 13CH3) 5 139 Hz. All the decoupling pulses ha
a WURST-2 decoupling shapef 1(t) 5 f 1max[1 2 sin2(bt)],
2p/ 2 # bt # p/ 2 (4). The main adiabatic decoupling ha
periodT 5 2 ms, f 1max 5 5.10 kHz, andf 1rms 5 0.61 f 1max 5
3.11 kHz. The offset-independent adiabatic decoupling pu
constructed according to Ref. (7) with a 34-kHz frequenc
sweep, and a phase cycle of (0°, 150°, 60°, 150°, 0°) (31, 32).

The real amplitudesRn(t) for n 5 1, 2 are shown in Fig.
together with the experimental results accumulated with
opposite frequency sweep directions. On top, a nonlinea
quency sweep is displayed from217 to 17 kHz. Att 5 T/ 2,
the frequency sweeps passes zero, which corresponds u
to the location of the carrier frequency of the decoupling
field. As mentioned above, decoupling at this particular p
tion is called on-resonance decoupling. Forn 5 1, the ampli
udeR1(t) is zero for on-resonance decoupling and it incre
symmetrically when the decoupling offset increases or eq
alently whent deviates fromT/ 2. For n 5 2, the amplitud
R2(t) is at maximum for on-resonance decoupling an
decays symmetrically as the decoupling offset increase
time t 5 T/4 and 3T/4, R2(t) reaches zero and then becom
negative.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the adiabatic decoupling phaseq(t, t) for a decou
pling scheme of [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling. Since the initial decoupling per
has the same frequency sweep as the main decoupling if a spin flip oc
a timet for the main decoupling, the spin flip will occur att/2 for the initial

ecoupling period. For three different inversion times during the initial de
ling, t 1 , T/4, t 2 5 T/4 (dashed lines), andt 3 . T/4, all have the sam

minimized phase defocusinguq(t, t)umax 5 pJT/ 2 and the same periodT for
os(q(t, t)), after the initial phase evolution.
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320 ZHANG AND GORENSTEIN
The sum of the two curves forn 5 1 andn 5 2 is shown
in Fig. 3. At t 5 T/ 2, the sum has a minimum, which is eq
to the maximum of the curve forn 5 2. Close to the cent
t 5 T/ 2), the sum is almost constant as demonstrated e
mentally by Kupče and Freeman (22). However, it increase
ymmetrically ast deviates fromT/ 2 and reaches much high

values at edges contributed by the sidebands forn 5 1. It will
be quite difficult to observe quantitatively the sideband
edges forn 5 61 since adiabatic conditions will not
atisfied at edges, and the sidebands will be reduced s
antly.
Figure 4 shows the proton spectra (methyl proton regio

-acetylglycine. A 10-kHz decoupling offset is used to ex
erate the subharmonic sidebands (top) obtained with the
diabatic decoupling. In addition to the subharmonic sideb

ocated at61/ 2T, the sidebands located at63/ 2T also appea
s predicted.
The spectrum in the middle of Fig. 4 is obtained with

nitial decoupling periodT ini 5 T/ 2 and the same frequen
weep and direction as the main decoupling. All the sideb
ocated atn/ 2T, with n 5 61, 63, 65, . . . , disappear a
iscussed above, while the sidebands forn 5 62 are inverte
nd the sidebands forn 5 64 remain unchanged as predic
18).

To cancel sidebands forn 5 62, two consecutive adiaba
inversions with a period ofT/4 for each are needed to constr
a decoupling scheme [T/4][T/4][T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling. Th

FIG. 3. Frequency sweep of the main adiabatic decoupling as a fun
f decoupling timet (top) and the real sideband amplitudesRn(t) as a function
f inversion timet (bottom) calculated using Eq. [12a] withJ 5 139 Hz (open

circles) and experimental data (solid triangles) forn 5 1, 2 and the sum of th
wo. A single-pulse experiment with13C decoupling was employed. The cen
band of the methyl proton inN-acetylglycine is normalized to the calcula
valueR0(T/ 2) 5 0.96852. Themain decoupling has a periodT 5 2 ms and
has a WURST-2 decoupling shapef 1(t) 5 f 1max[1 2 sin2(bt)] that is com-

osed of 715 steps.
l

er-

t

ifi-

of
-
ain
ds

ds

t

two consecutive adiabatic inversions [T/4][T/4] cause a com
plete decoupling cycle (Fig. 1) and refocus all the initial s
states with different decoupling offsets, which ensures tha
succeeding decoupling [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling still has a
identical initial spin state and therefore works properly.
sidebands forn 5 62 will have a 180° phase shift compa
with the results obtained by [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling alone
while the sidebands forn 5 64 will remain unchanged (18).
Similarly, to cancel the sidebands forn 5 64, two additiona
experiments are required with [3T/8][3T/8] and [5T/8][5T/8]
that are added to [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling, respectively, resu
ing in two spectra with inverted sidebands forn 5 64 and

FIG. 4. Proton spectra (methyl region) ofN-acetylglycine using differen
(13C) adiabatic decoupling schemes under a 10-kHz decoupling offse
pectrum at the top is obtained with the main adiabatic decoupling ha
URST-2 shape,T 5 2 ms,f 1max 5 5.10 kHz,f 1rms 5 0.61 f 1max 5 3.11 kHz

and five phase cycles (0°, 150°, 60°, 150°, 0°). The spectrum show
decoupling sidebands forn 5 61, 62, 63, 64 located at6(1/ 2T),
6(2/ 2T), 6(3/ 2T), and6(4/ 2T), respectively. On the left side, there
some sidebands belonging to thea protons located further downfield. T
spectrum in the middle is obtained using an initial decoupling periodT ini 5

/ 2, i.e., [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling. All the sidebands located atn/ 2T for n 5
61, 63, 65, . . . , disappear. The sidebands forn 5 62 are inverted whil
the sidebands forn 5 64 remain unchanged. The spectrum at the botto
obtained with additional initial decoupling periods to invert sidebands forn 5
62 and64, respectively. A total of four accumulations are used with
different decoupling schemes, i.e., [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling, [T/4][T/4][T/ 2]-
Main-Decoupling, [3T/8][3T/8][T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling, and [5T/8][5T/
8][T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling. All the sidebands forn 5 61, 62, 63, and64
are canceled as predicted.

n
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321ADIABATIC DECOUPLING SIDEBANDS
opposite phase forn 5 62. Because of reduced intensities
arger offsets, it may not be necessary to cancel the side
or n 5 64. To satisfy the adiabaticity condition (7, 20), the
RF strength for different initial decoupling periodsT ini is se
according to the formulaf 1max(T ini) 5 =T/T ini f 1max, whereT
andf 1max are the period and field strength of the main adiab
decoupling, respectively. For example, the RF strength
an initial decoupling with T ini 5 T/ 2 is f 1max(T/ 2) 5

T/(T/ 2)f 1max 5 =2f 1max. After four accumulations with de-
coupling sequences of [T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling, [T/4][T/4][T/
2]-Main-Decoupling, [3T/8][3T/8][T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling
and [5T/8][5T/8][T/ 2]-Main-Decoupling, the sidebands
n 5 62, 64 andn 5 61, 63, 65, . . . are all eliminated a
shown in Fig. 4 (bottom).

CONCLUSIONS

Adiabatic decoupling sidebands as a function of inver
time t can be calculated analytically for arbitrary decoup
schemes. Since the adiabatic decoupling phaseq(t, t) refo-
cuses at 2T, all the sidebands appear at the multiple freque

f n/ 2T rather than atn/T. The sum of the real sidebands
n 5 1 andn 5 2 is approximately constant near on-resona
decoupling. However, it increases symmetrically as the de
pling offset increases and reaches much higher values
edges. Because of the symmetry of the sidebands,I n(T 2 t) 5
2I n(t) and Rn(T 2 t) 5 Rn(t), the imaginary parts of th
sidebandsI n cancel while the real parts of the sidebandsRn(t)
add when the spectra from the opposite frequency swee
accumulated. Also, the counterparts of the sidebands h
symmetry ofRn(t) 5 R2n(t) and I n(t) 5 2I 2n(t), forming
a mirror image of each other about the center and excha
position between the counterparts when the sweep direct
reversed. The problem of the adiabatic decoupling sideb
becomes more severe at high magnetic fields sinceR62(T/ 2) }
B0

2. The phase defocusinguq(t, t)umax can be minimized b
inserting an initial decoupling withT ini 5 T/ 2 and with the
same sweep width and direction as the main decoupling,
ing all cos[q(t, t)] [ }FID(t)], disregarding the inversion tim
t, to have the same periodT after an initial phase evolutio
Consequently, all the sidebands located atn/ 2T with n 5 61,
63, 65, . . . , disappear. The sidebands forn 5 62, 64 can
also be canceled in four scans with proper additional in
decoupling periods. The scheme of inserting initial decoup
pulses can also be applied to double-band adiabatic d
pling, such as in Double-WURST decoupling (8), with fre-
quency-shifted (33) decoupling in one decoupling band.
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